DFAST
De-stress with IFE Group
DFAST1050 is IFE Group’s one-stop solution to the challenges faced by financial institutions due to the
continual expansion and uncertainty of the DFAST regulatory landscape. Built on a top-down approach,
DFAST1050 is designed to help smaller financial institutions address the analytical complexities and
resource constraints of adhering to the regulatory requirements. Featuring submission-ready reporting,
an integrated design, and comprehensive documentation, DFAST1050 is built by subject-matter experts
to help you navigate the regulatory terrain. Coupled with advisory services tailored to meet your specific
needs, IFE Group’s DFAST1050 is your turnkey solution.

DFAST 1050: Your One-Stop Solution
Incorporating essential bank, industry, and market data, DFAST1050 is based on the Capital and Loss
Assessment under Stress Scenarios (CLASS) model to project key capital ratios, net charge off rates,
allowance for loan and lease losses (ALLL), and asset growth rates, among others, to produce
submission-ready reports.

Struggling With:
Timely & complete submissions?
Siloed functions & models?
Inadequate documentation?
Insufficient DFAST resources?
IT infrastructural support?

One-Stop Solution &
Advisory Services
Submission-ready reporting
Integrated design
Comprehensive documentation
Vetted, expert-built models
Turnkey platform
DFAST1050 also assists you in benchmarking against the industry and validating your existing stress
testing methodology to better inform you of your overall risk level. Combined with additional advisory
services calibrated to meet your specific needs, DFAST1050 is your hassle-free, one-stop solution.

Integrated Financial Engineering Inc. ( IFE Group )
We are a boutique consulting firm specializing in advanced statistical and modeling services. Consisting
of highly skilled financial modelers and strategists, IFE Group offers an array of products and consulting
services, including risk management, stress testing, and modeling. Coupling our advanced financial and
modeling capabilities with an in-depth understanding of regulatory requirements, IFE Group helps your
institution demystify requirements and enhance your stress testing framework.
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